The Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation (IDPR) is currently recruiting to fill the vacancy of P&R Ranger – Integrated Resources, at City of Rocks National Reserve and Castle Rocks State Park, which are jointly managed from the park headquarters in Almo, Idaho.

**Duties of the Position:**

This person serves as the Chief of Integrated Resources, who guides and directs the field operations for this program. Routine duties include: implement resource protection laws and policies (such as NHPA, NEPA, etc); write environmental assessments and initiate appropriate environmental and historic preservation clearances for projects, manage park collections, archives, and library materials in coordination with NPS partner; conduct research for interpretive presentations and park publications; coordinate with universities, public agencies, and private organizations conducting research within the Reserve; and work with law enforcement personnel to protect resources from vandalism, theft, and degradation. This person manages seasonal employees and a program budget, and also serves on the Reserve’s management team.

**Special Requirements, Skills & Knowledge:**

The preferred candidate will have a bachelor’s degree or greater in history, archeology, anthropology, or biology, geology, wildlife management, or environmental science. This person should have at least two seasons of full-time experience working with natural and/or cultural resources in a public agency or private organization. Computer, technical writing, communication skills, and experience implementing preservation laws are highly valued. Critical knowledge includes an understanding of the American westward migration, specifically California Trail era, sheep and cattle ranching, dry land farming, and Mormon settlement of the Northern Great Basin, as well as Basin and Range ecology (flora and fauna), and geology.

**Benefits of the Position:**

Benefits include excellent professional development; National Park Service training; opportunity to implement new programs, develop new understandings of fairly pristine resources, and play a critical role in protecting nationally significant values. Park housing is available. Almo is a quaint village of 100 people living at the base of 10,339-foot Cache Peak. The area offers rich history, inspiring scenery, and low cost of living. Recreational opportunities abound, including rock climbing, hiking, horseback riding, skiing, and fishing high mountain lakes.

For more information, please contact Park Superintendent/Manager Wallace Keck at:

City of Rocks National Reserve  
Castle Rocks State Park  
P.O. Box 169  
Almo, ID 83312  
208-824-5911  
Wallace_Keck@partner.nps.gov